Comprehension Quiz
myON Samples
Overview
After students finish reading each book in myON, at the teacher’s discretion, the
student may be prompted to complete a comprehension quiz. A student will spend
approximately 10 minutes to complete a quiz. Each Book Quiz has 5 questions that are
randomly selected from a bank of up to 12 questions. This formative assessment takes
a look at 5 areas of comprehension, allowing for a quick check to assess student
weaknesses in comprehension skills (visible to the educator and to the student)
immediately after reading the book. The quiz is just one measure of assessment that
myON reader offers in looking at a student's reading progress. The book quizzes test
comprehension in main idea, supporting details, vocabulary, inference, and
interpretation.
Each of these 5 skills can be classified within the 6 different levels of Bloom’s
Taxonomy:
> Main Idea- 2nd level of comprehension (to understand information)
> A Main Idea question asks about the main point of the book or story (i.e., what
kind of ecosystem is the ocean?, where is Katie going?).
> Supporting Details- 3rd level of application (to use information)
> A Supporting Detail question asks about obvious details that are in the text (i.e.,
who is standing in quietly with Alan?).
> Vocabulary- 2nd level of comprehension (to understand information
> A Vocabulary question has two versions. One version could ask about a word
or phrase in the text (i.e., which (answer/definition) is a pulse?, what is a
mustache?, which word means the same as spoiled?). The other version could
ask to identify a word that is in the text based on its meaning (i.e., which word
means when something has nothing inside?).
> Inference- 4th level of analysis (to take information apart)
> An Inference question asks about content in the book that is implied but not
directly stated (i.e., why does a firefighter have to be strong?).
> Interpretation- 6th level of evaluation (to make judgments about knowledge)
> An Interpretation question asks students to go beyond the text using their own
experience (i.e., why might astronauts miss their families?)
To help better understand the variety of questions used within myON, a sample of
book quizzes follow:
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Sample Book: Little Lizard’s First Day
Lexile level: 10L
Question
Which is the main idea of this story?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Gary packs a lunch to take to school.
> Gary gets dressed to go to school.
> Gary wakes up at 7:00 in the morning.
> Gary gets ready for his first day of
school.
Which is a bag used to take supplies to > Sack
school?
> Clothes
> Lunch
> Backpack
Which are pants, shirts and other
> Supplies
things people wear?
> Lunches
> Backpacks
> Clothes
Which does Gary eat for breakfast?
> Bananas
> Toast
> Eggs
> Cereal
Which does Gary have to do before
> Draw a picture
school?
> Clean his room
> Wash his hair
> Eat breakfast
How does Gary get to school?
> A truck
> A car
> A taxi
> A bus
Which does dad do before Gary leaves? > Call his grandma
> Hugs Gary
> Calls the school
> Takes his picture
Which does Gary pack for lunch?
> Grapes
> Pear
> Banana
> Apple
Which is in Gary’s backpack?
> Candy
> Scissors
> Pictures
> Pencils
Why does Gary forget to eat breakfast? > He doesn’t like food
> He already ate
> He wasn’t hungry
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Why does dad want to take Gary’s
picture?
Why does Gary cross out days on his
calendar?

>
>
>
>
>
>

He is excited about school
The first day of school is special
He likes to use his camera
Gary asked him to take a picture
He is bored in the morning
To help him count how many days
before school starts.
> To make the calendar look more
colorful.
> To keep from getting bored.
> To make his mom and dad happy.
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Sample Book: Matter is Everything
Lexile level: 140L
Question
Which is the main idea of this book?

Which is matter that doesn’t change its
size and shape?
Which is matter that has no size or
shape?
Which is how much space something
takes up?
Which is matter that takes the shape of
what it’s in?
Which happens when you boil water?

Which type of matter is a smell?

Which type of matter are the toys?

Which is true?

How can you change liquid water into a
solid?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Smells are gasses
> Solids can change to liquids
> Gasses are invisible
> Everything on Earth is matter
> Volume
> Gas
> Liquid
> Solid
> Gas
> Solid
> Liquid
> Icicle
> Volume
> Liquid
> Solid
> Weather
> Liquid
> Solid
> Gas
> Volume
> There is steam
> It turns to ice
> It becomes liquid
> It has more volume
> Gas
> Volume
> Liquid
> Solid
> Solids
> Liquids
> Gases
> Volumes
> A liquid does not have its own shape
> A solid does not have its own shape
> A liquid has its own shape
> A gas has its own shape
> You put it into a glass
> You make it colder
> You make it hotter
> You spill it out of a glass
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Which is a solid?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Which is a liquid?

Apple
Juice
Smoke
Tea
Rain
Air
Wind
Tree
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Sample Book: Buzz Beaker and the Speed Secret
Lexile level: GN 260L
Question
Which is the main idea of the book?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Without the special paint on his skis
Larry skis very slowly.
> Vesa loves racing more than anything.
> Buzz loves inventing more than
anything.
> Buzz invents a special paint that
makes his skis go very fast.
Which is another word for smart?
> Happy
> Silly
> Dumb
> Brilliant
Which describes an ingredient?
> Something you invent
> A type of snow
> A type of paint
> An item in a recipe
Which is a person who creates and
> A camper
builds new things?
> A helper
> A skier
> An inventor
Where does Buzz keep his invention
> In his pocket
ideas?
> On his computer
> In a beaker
> In a special notebook
How does Larry help Buzz?
> By building the inventions
> By coming up with the ideas
> By painting the skis
> By testing the inventions
Which kind of oil does Buzz use in his
> Olive oil
secret recipe?
> Corn oil
> Walnut oil
> Walrus oil
When Buzz goes to ski mountain to test > He forgets his paint brush.
his invention, which is wrong?
> The paint is the wrong color.
> He gets lost.
> The paint is frozen.
Why does Buzz put the paint on the
> To clean up dirt on the skis.
skis?
> To make the skis go fast.
> To make the skis a different color.
> To warm up his skis.
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Why does Larry not want his skis to be
painted?

Why does Buzz feel bad when Vesa is
crying?

Why does Buzz give away the special
paint?

> He doesn’t want to ski fast while
having an injured arm.
> He doesn’t like to ski.
> He is afraid to go fast.
> His leg is broken and he can’t ski.
> He knows how much she loves racing
and he beat her.
> He thinks she is hurt.
> He thinks she will give up racing.
> He thinks Vesa does not like his
invention.
> He thinks Vesa will be happy if she
can ski fast.
> He doesn’t like skiing anymore.
> He is tired of inventions and wants to
give them away.
> He wants Vesa to help him become a
better skier.
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Sample Book: A Baby Sea Otter Story
Lexile level: 290L
Question
Which is the main idea of the book?

Which means to sleep lightly for a
short time?
Which is a type of seaweed?

Which means to clean ones’ fur?

Which is a long, stiff hair near the
mouth of some mammals?
Where does the mother sea otter hold
her baby?
Which sound does baby make when it
is hungry?
Why do sea otters groom their fur?

Why does mother sea otter blow air
into baby’s fur?
If you see a pup wrapped in kelp, which
is probably true?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Learn how to catch baby sea otters.
> Learn what foods baby sea otters eat.
> Learn about the life of a baby sea
otter.
> Learn how baby sea otters swim and
dive.
> Prey
> Groom
> Kelp
> Doze
> Kelp
> Sea star
> Sea urchin
> Clam
> Mate
> Prey
> Groom
> Doze
> Tail
> Fur
> Paw
> Whisker
> On her belly
> On her head
> On her shoulders
> On her back
> Bark
> Meow
> Squeak
> Roar
> It helps them get sleepy.
> Clean fur looks nicer.
> It is good exercise.
> Clean fur helps sea otters stay warm.
> To teach the pup to breath
> To keep the pup warm
> To tease the pup
> To feed the pup
> The pup got lost.
> Mother has left the pup for good.
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Why does mother sea otter carry food
in her armpit pocket?
If you see a pup with its mother, which
is probably true?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The pup is in trouble.
Mother is diving for food.
To keep her armpits warm
To keep the food warm
So her legs are free to swim
To hide the food from the pups
The pup is probably a year old.
The pup is less than six months old.
The pup is a newborn.
The pup is ready to find its mate.
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Sample Book: What were Dinosaurs?
Lexile level: 340L
Question
Which is the main idea of the book?

Which means to break down food into
small pieces so that the body can use
it?
Which is delicate?

What are the small, hard plates that
cover an animal’s body?
Which means no longer exists because
every animal of that kind has died?
Where did dinosaurs live?

Where are fossils found?

Which dinosaur used its long neck to
reach tall leaves?
Which dinosaur could fly in the air?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Dinosaur fossils help us learn about
life long ago.
> Some dinosaurs hunted other animals.
> Some dinosaurs ate plants.
> Dinosaurs were reptiles that lived
long, long ago.
> Plate
> Chew
> Hunt
> Digest
> Very old
> Small and hard
> Very strong
> Breaks easily
> Feathers
> Scales
> Fossils
> Skin
> Extinct
> Safe
> Fossil
> Ancient
> In the desert
> In the mountains
> All over the Earth
> By the ocean
> In water
> In rocks
> In plants
> In trees
> Brontosaurus
> Brachiosaurus
> Triceratops
> Velociraptor
> Pterodactyl
> Velociraptor
> Brontosaurus
> Triceratops
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Why did Brachiosaurus eat rocks?

Why did Diplodocus live in groups
instead of on their own?

Why might have T. Rex lived alone?

> Rocks help digest the food in its
stomach.
> It had run out of food to eat.
> Rocks made the food taste better.
> Rocks looked like eggs.
> They needed to work together to fight
off enemies.
> They liked to share their food.
> They were afraid of other dinosaurs.
> They were shy.
> T. Rex could defend itself with claws
and sharp teeth.
> T. Rex did not like other dinosaurs.
> T. Rex could not find other dinosaurs.
> T. Rex was afraid of other dinosaurs.
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Sample Book: Manners Matter on a Field Trip
Lexile level: GN 360L
Question
Which is the main idea of this book?

Which is a walkway between seats?

Which is a person who shows others
around a place?
Which is a plan of times and places?

Which means to show you care?

Which does the teacher bring to the
museum?
Which does Kara say to be polite?

Which are field trips about?

Which should Nina do with her
backpack?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Manners are important when the bus
arrives at the museum.
> Manners on a field trip start before
people even get on the bus.
> The students bring their lunches on
the field trip.
> Using good manners on a field trip
important.
> Chaperone
> Aisle
> Guide
> Schedule
> Classmate
> Museum
> Guide
> Aisle
> Schedule
> Museum
> Chaperone
> Aisle
> Respect
> Guide
> Classmate
> Museum
> Tickets
> Milk
> T-shirts
> Paper bag
> Thank you.
> Stay behind this rope.
> I bet I can climb that!
> Stop, please!
> Learning and fun
> Work and play
> Eating and drinking
> Exercise and health
> Put it on her lap
> Leave it at school
> Leave it at home
> Put it in the isle
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Why can’t you touch some things at the > Something’s could break or could hurt
museum?
you.
> Museums are serious and are not for
having fun.
> You can only touch the fun things and
not the boring things.
> Museums don’t want kids to visit or to
have fun.
Which should Travis and Lisa do
> They should think carefully about
instead of doing whatever pops into
whether they are following the rules
their heads?
and being polite.
> They should let the chaperone know
what they want to climb on statues.
> They should let the museum clean up
after them at lunch time.
> They should be sure to be the first
ones to get off the bus.
Why is it bad manners to jam into the
> Someone might get hurt.
aisle like it’s a race?
> Someone might lose the race.
> Someone might be jealous.
> Someone might forget their lunch.
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Sample Book: Tom Thumb: A Retelling of the Grimm's Fairy Tale
Lexile level: 440L
Question
Which is the main idea of this story?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> The small boy leads a wolf to his house.
> Thieves want the small boy to help
them rob a house.
> Strangers want to make a fortune with
the small boy.
> A very small boy goes on an adventure
after strangers buy him from his
parents.
Which is a fortune?
> A friendship
> A little money
> A group of horses
> A lot of money
When is dusk?
> Middle of night
> Middle of the day
> First thing in the morning
> Just after the sun sets
Which is the meaning of the word
> Sold to a neighbor
butchered?
> Treated like a pet
> Fed a lot of hay
> Killed for food
Why is Tom called “Tom Thumb”?
> That is his father’s name.
> He has no thumbs.
> He has three thumbs.
> He is no bigger than a thumb.
Who is Tom’s father?
> A thief
> A stranger
> A king
> A poor woodcutter
Which do the strangers ask Tom’s
> To have Tom steal money for them
father?
> To have Tom work for them
> To adopt Tom
> To buy Tom
Where does Tom run when stranger
> To a castle back
put him down?
> Back to his home
> Into a castle
> Into a mouse hole
Why does Tom shout when the thieves > He doesn’t know how to whisper.
ask him to be quiet?
> He didn’t hear the thieves.
> He wants to wake up someone in the
house.
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Why can Tom hide in so many places?

>
>
>
>

Why does Tom tell his parents he’s in
the wolf’s belly?

>
>

Why does Tom’s father promise never
to sell him again?

>
>
>
>
>
>

He wants his father come help him.
Because he is so small.
Because his is invisible.
Because he can shrink himself. Because
he is so big.
So they will quickly kill the wolf.
So they will get the wolf out of the
house.
So they will not sell him again.
So they will make the wolf his pet.
He missed him a lot when he was gone.
He has enough money now.
He feels bad that Tom got hurt.
He is afraid of Tom now.
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Sample Book: Get to Work, Hercules!
Lexile level: 530L
Question
Which is the main idea of the story?

Which means dull and miserable?

Which is a public and official
announcement?
Which means having great power and
beauty?
Which means thinking that something
is wrong or bad, but having little or no
proof?
Where does the sibyl say the hard
path begins?
Which happens when two serpents try
to strangle baby Hercules?
Where do Hercules parents send him
to work on his temper?
In which situation would Hades put on
his Helmet of Darkness?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Hercules is given XII labors that he
must complete.
> Hercules is strong but has a bad
temper.
> Hades promises Persephone he will
stay in the Underworld.
> Hades uses his helmet of darkness to
become invisible.
> Dreary
> Gnarled
> Majestic
> Suspicious
> Proclamation
> Pennant
> Scheme
> Chariot
> Majestic
> Gnarled
> Dreary
> Suspicious
> Suspicious
> Majestic
> Dreary
> Gnarled
> Eurystheus’s palace
> The Underworld
> Zeus’s palace
> The dairy farm
> Hercules kills them.
> Hades kills them.
> Hera kills them.
> Alcmene kills them.
> A dairy farm
> The Underworld
> Hera’s palace
> A wrestling stadium
> He doesn’t want anyone to know he is
there.
> He isn’t strong enough to defeat a
monster.
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Why doesn’t Hercules want to kneel
before Eury?

Why are the women surprised when
Hercules choses the hard path?

After seeing Hercules to stay Hydra,
Eury says, “See you never!” Why does
he say this?

> He needs to travel somewhere quickly.
> He needs to go back to the
Underworld.
> He is still mad that Eury got him into
trouble.
> He doesn’t know how to get to Eury’s
palace.
> He is too lazy to travel to Eury’s palace.
> He thinks Eury is a dangerous person.
> They think the easy path would be
more desirable to most people.
> When given a choice, Hercules always
chooses the easy path.
> The women try to trick Hercules into
thinking the hard path is easier.
> They think Hades is helping Hercules
choose the right path.
> Eury is sure Hercules will not succeed.
> Eury will be traveling to the
Underworld.
> Hera tells Eury that she will kill
Hercules.
> Eury doesn’t think the Hydra really
exists.
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Sample Book: If you were an Adjective
Lexile level: 610L
Question
What does an adjective do?

An adjective works closely with?

Which word is an example of an
adjective?
Adjectives do not describe
something’s?
A proper adjective_____ and describes
a specific object.
Which word is an example of a proper
adjective?
When comparing things, which part of
the adjective changes to show how
things are different?
A comparative adjective compares

A ____ adjective compares three
things.
Which kind of adjective is the word
“fastest”?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> It describes a verb or adverb.
> It helps show action.
> It links things together.
> It describes or modifies a noun or
pronoun.
> Another adjective.
> A linking verb.
> A verb.
> A noun.
> Alaska
> Twist
> Have
> Colorful
> Feel
> Sound
> Look
> Action
> In every sentence
> Always singular
> Always plural
> Always capitalized
> Gigantic
> Fluffy
> Arctic
> Loudest
> The ending
> The beginning
> The middle
> No change
> Two things.
> One Thing
> Five things.
> Twenty things.
> Superlative
> Comparative
> Proper
> Busy
> Superlative
> Comparative
> Proper
> Quick
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Sample Book: The Liberty Bell
Lexile level: IG 720L
Question
Which is the main idea of this book?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> How the bell got its name
> Bell making
> The history of Revolutionary war
> The history of the Liberty bell
Which is someone who makes things
> Melter
out of metal?
> Bell maker
> Founder
> Metal maker
Which is the sound of ringing bell?
> Melt
> Founder
> Yoke
> Toll
In 1751, why did people in
> To celebrate George Washington’s
Pennsylvania Colony want a bell for
birthday
the State House?
> To announce freedom
> To make music
> To call people out to hear news
What was wrong with the first bell
> Was too quiet
when it arrived?
> Was too loud
> Was too small
> Was cracked
How many times was the original bell
> Four times
melted and turned into a new bell?
> One time
> Three times
> Two times
Around when was the bell named the
> 1970s
Liberty Bell?
> 1750s
> 1770s
> 1830s
In 1846, which happened to the Liberty > Put in the Pavilion
Bell?
> Was moved
> Was loud
> Cracked
Why was the bell melted a second
> Too heavy
time?
> Wrong color
> Wrong size
> Didn’t have a nice ring
Why was the Bell moved during the
> To keep it safe
Revolutionary War?
> To ring during battles
> For crowds to see
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Which helped Americans in the North
and South remember their shared
history after the Civil War?

Why might people who want to end
slavery use the Liberty Bell as a
symbol of their beliefs?

> To be fixed
> Taking the Liberty Bell around the
country for all to see.
> Putting the Liberty Bell in a Pavilion for
people to see.
> Renaming the state house as
independent hall.
> Renaming the State House Bell as the
Liberty Bell.
> Bell’s message says all Americans
should be free.
> Bell was made long ago.
> Bells are good symbols during war.
> Bell was already important to
Americans.
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Sample Book: Emergency Ops
Lexile level: 830L
Question
Which is the main idea of this story?

Which is cruel or unjust treatment or
control?
Which means the same as insensitive?

Which is artillery?

Which means the same as basic?

Which is Hotel Meatball?

Which do the MEDCAP nurses and
doctors do?

Which do does Donovan tell Dr.
Woods is the reason she joined the
Army?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Donovan learns to be strong while
working as a nurse in the army.
> Donovan tells Bobby to look her up
when they both get home.
> Donovan is able to convince a scared
girl to get a vaccine.
> The Vietcong injured fifteen soldiers in
an ambush.
> Oppression
> Compassion
> Expression
> Confusion
> Callous
> Anxious
> Obvious
> Unconscious
> Ordnance
> Oppression
> Causality
> Corporal
> Rudimentary
> Inevitable
> Grisly
> Callous
> It is a hospital
> It is a helicopter
> It is a secret weapon
> It is the Vietcong
> They deliver medical supplies to the
local people of Vietnam.
> They deliver wounded soldiers from the
front lines to hospitals.
> They finish surgeries for the main
nurses and doctors.
> They save and treat wounded enemy
soldiers.
> To prove she has what it takes to be a
doctor.
> Because her father forced her to enlist.
> To protect her brother who was also
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Why does Dr. Wood pull Donovan
from the operating room?

Why were the fifteen soldiers so
wounded?

Why does Donovan say to
“concentrate on the ones we can
save”?

Why are the Vietnamese targeting the
pilots and doctors at some hospitals?

joined the army.
> Because she had fallen in love with
bobby.
> She gets too emotional.
> She can’t save any soldiers from dying.
> She falls in love Bobby.
> She doesn’t want to be in the army
anymore.
> They weren’t prepared for the ambush.
> The soldiers didn’t have weapons to
use.
> The hospital couldn’t treat most of
them.
> The helicopter was attacked on the
way to the hospital.
> This is the way to save the most
people.
> The ones they can save are all of a
higher rank.
> The ones they can’t save are weaker
fighters.
> Doctors from other hospitals are on the
way.
> Fewer wounded soldiers can be
treated.
> These people are stronger than others.
> This is where the most soldiers can be
found.
> They need to use the pilots and doctors
for their soldiers.
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Sample Book: What If There Were No Gray Wolves?: A Book about the Temperate
Forest Ecosystem
Lexile level: 860L
Question
Which is the main idea of this book?

Which means no longer living
anywhere on Earth?

Which means mild, with very hot or
cold temperatures?
Which is and animal that is hunted by
another animal for food?
Which is an animal that hunts other
animals for food?
Which is the gray wolf’s habitat?

Why would ground-level plants
disappear soon after the gray wolf
became extinct?

Where might the gray wolf be found?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> The U.S. government passed laws to
protect wolves.
> Plants and animals are connected to
one another in food chains.
> Many feathered and furry animals live
in temperate forests.
> The gray wolf is important to the
temperate forest ecosystem.
> Species
> Temperate
> Extinct
> Endangered
> Ecosystem
> Prey
> Temperate
> Extinct
> Prey
> Predator
> Food web
> Temperate
> Predator
> Prey
> Species
> Food chain
> Forest
> Desert
> Mountains
> Seashore
> The number of deer would increase and
they would soon eat most of these
plants.
> Ground level plants couldn’t survive
without gray wolves in the forest.
> Gray wolf predators would have to eat
the plants instead of the wolves.
> Mice and rabbits would eat most of the
plants.
> North America
> South America
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Which do deer like to eat?

Why do ranchers need to protect their
cattle from wolves?

Why would a large increase in deer
population lead to extinction of deer?

Why don’t lone wolves hunt very large
animal?

> Australia
> Africa
> Nuts and berries
Birds
> Squirrels
> Coyotes
> Wolves are likely to scare the cattle
into running away.
> Wolves are likely to cause damage to
cattle’s home.
> Wolves are likely to take the food cattle
need to live.
> Wolves are likely to attack cattle as
well as forest animals.
> The deer would die trying to find a
place to rest.
> The deer would no longer have and
place to find water.
> The deer would run from predators that
arrive.
> There wouldn’t be enough food, so the
deer would starve to death.
> Lone wolves don’t want to waste food
by killing large animal.
> It takes the strength of many wolves to
overpower a large animal.
> Lone wolves can’t see the larger
animals very well.
> Large animals are too fast for wolves.
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Sample Book: Bridging the Energy Gap
Lexile level: 940L
Question
Which is the main idea of this book?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Coal, oil, and natural gas play
important roles in our lives.
> An eco-house is a house designed to
save energy.
> The power of moving water can be
used to turn a turbine.
> People need clean, safe energy source
that won.
Which is a rise in Earth’s temperature? > Solar energy
> Energy gap
> Natural gas
> Global warming
Which means giving off harmful rays? > Warm
> Renewable
> Radioactive
> Efficient
Which is used to create nuclear
> Tide
reactions?
> Radiation
> Mine
> Uranium
Which is a fuel made from natural
> Grid
gas?
> Carbon
> Biolesel
> fossil
Which was the most important during > Natural gas
the industrial Revolution?
> Oil
> Coal
> Solar power
Which is petroleum called?
> Black gold
> Red power
> Black gas
> Red gold
Which country has best tide energy
> India
resources in the world?
> China
> France
> Britain
Why do fossil fuels have to travel far
> The ships must make stops along the
away to plants?
route.
> These raw energy sources. must be
stored for a long time.
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Why is it hard to choose between
fossil fuels and other energy sources?

Which will people be able to use for
the longest time?
Which do people use the least?

> There are too much of these raw
materials.
> These sources can.
> There are many pros and cons to using
fossil fuels.
> Fossil fuels will last forever.
> Fossil fuels are clean and safe.
> It is easy to get fossil fuels from the
Earth.
> Solar energy
> Oil
> Coal
> Natural gas
> Hydroelectric
> Oil
> Natural gas
> nuclear
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Sample Book: How do Scientists Explore Space?
Lexile level: 1070L
Question
Which is the main idea of this book?

Which means to circle around
something?
Which is a collection of billions of
stars?
Which is the pull that a large object
has on a smaller one nearby?
Which is our Sun and all the objects
that orbit it?
Which is the thought that created the
Universe?
Which did Galileo do?

Which is the fastest thing in the
Universe?
Why could scientists only study space
through telescopes before the 1900s?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Learn how telescopes have improved.
> Landing on the moon was very
important.
> Learn about the history of space
exploration.
> Heat and light from the sun make life
possible on Earth.
> Force
> Study
> Orbit
> Explore
> Comet
> Moon
> Galaxy
> Earth
> Comet
> Gravity
> Light
> Galaxy
> Dark energy
> Dark matter
> Solar panel
> Solar system
> Big Bang
> Big Bomb
> Big Blast
> Big Boom
> He created the Hubble telescope.
> He discovered that Jupiter had moons.
> He was the first person to travel to
space.
> He walked on the moon.
> Comets
> Sound
> Light
> Probes
> They didn’t have enough money.
> They didn’t have modern tools.
> They weren’t enough scientists.
> They thought it would be too cold.
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How does it help astronauts to
practice going to Mars?

Why are probes used to get
information about other planets?

Which of these events happened first?

> It costs less than space travel.
> It helps astronauts become more
interested.
> Any problems can be fixed before the
real trip.
> It makes people more interested in
space travel.
> Planets are too big for humans to
explore.
> There are a lot of stars in space.
> Space is too dangerous for humans to
travel there.
> Probes can survive in conditions where
humans cannot.
> Galileo built one of the first telescopes.
> People landed on the moon.
> Aristarchus worked out that the Earth
moved around the Sun.
> The first space probe flew near Venus.
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Sample Book: Texas Music: Legends from the Lone Star State
Lexile level: 1320L
Question
Which is the main idea of the book?

Which means to turn something into
something even better?
Which means differing one from
another?
Which means having no previous
example or not happened before?
Which means impossible to remove?

Which musician is considered the
father of electric guitar music?
Which musician starts an annual
festival to raise funds for farmers?
Which singer sang “Rudolph the Red
Nosed Reindeer” and “The Yellow
Rose of Texas”?
Which type of music did Leah Belly
sing?

Answers (Correct in Green)
> Creole music and Tejano music add to
the flavor of Texas music.
> ZZ Top is a rock band that kept its
original members together longer than
any other rock band.
> Janis Joplin was raised in an oil-refinery
town in Texas.
> Learn about many talented music
legends from Texas.
> Unleash
> Blossom
> Stun
> Partay
> Diverse
> Similar
> Commercial
> Unlimited
> Unprecedented
> Indelible
> Graduated
> Continued
> indelible
> Diverse
> Realm
> Progressive
> Aaron Thibeaux ‘T-bone Walker’
> George Jones
> Buddy Holly
> Roy Orbison
> Willie Nelson
> Johnny Cash
> Janis Joplin
> Stevie Ray Vaughn
> Gene Autry
> Willie Nelson
> Ornette Coleman
> Johnny Bush
> Zydeco
> The blues
> Opera
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Which does Ernest Tubb mean when
he says “there’s a little bit of
everything in Texas”?

Why did most early musicians use
electric guitars?
Which is unusual about George Jones
singing?

> Jazz
> There are only a few musicians in
Texas.
> There are many different types of
foods.
> There are only small things in Texas.
> There are many different musical
influences.
> To create a calm sound.
> To overpower singers.
> To be heard above the noise in the bar.
> To encourage crowds to dance.
> His sound does not seem to come from
the stomach or throat.
> He has a country twang.
> He has a lisp.
> He has a southern accent.
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